WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
FOR ADULT

Ref. 761.1 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

**Quantity and dimensions :**

In function of the architect drawing.

**Technical data :**

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Height 1270 mm + adjustable floor clearance from 100 to 140 mm
- width : 365 mm

**In general:**

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
WALL URINAL PARTITIONS
FOR ADULT

Ref. 761.3 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone: 03 84 91 24 70).

Quantity and dimensions:
In function of the architect drawing.

Technical data:

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Height 610 mm
- Width: 365 mm

In general:

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
DESIGN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
FOR ADULT

Ref. 761.0 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

Quantity and dimensions :
In function of the architect drawing.

Technical data :

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Height 1270 mm + adjustable floor clearance from 100 to 140 mm
- width : 365 mm

In general:

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
KINDERGARTEN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
AQUARIUM SHAPED

Ref. 768.3 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

**Quantity and dimensions :**

In function of the architect drawing.

**Technical data :**

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Urinal partition fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angles bracket
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Superior and inferior angles are bowed.
- Height 750 mm
- width : 750 mm

**In general:**

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
KINDERGARTEN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
SWAN SHAPED

Ref. 768.1 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

**Quantity and dimensions :**

In function of the architect drawing.

**Technical data :**

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Urinal partition fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angles bracket
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Superior and inferior angles are bowed.
- Height 750 mm
- width : 750 mm

**In general:**

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
KINDERGARTEN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
RABBIT SHAPED

Ref. 768.2 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

Quantity and dimensions :

In function of the architect drawing.

Technical data :

− The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
− Edges and superior angles are bowed
− Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
− Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
− Urinal partition fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angles bracket
− Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
− Superior and inferior angles are bowed.
− Height 750 mm
− width : 750 mm

In general:

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
KINDERGARTEN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS
APPLE SHAPED

Ref. 768.4 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24 70).

**Quantity and dimensions :**

In function of the architect drawing.

**Technical data :**

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Urinal partition fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angles bracket
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Superior and inferior angles are bowed.
- Height 750 mm
- width : 750 mm

**In general:**

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)
STANDARD KINDERGARTEN WALL/FLOOR URINAL PARTITIONS

Ref. 761.2 from the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone: 03 84 91 24 70).

**Quantity and dimensions:**

In function of the architect drawing.

**Technical data:**

- The partitions are in solid grade laminate, 10 mm
- Edges and superior angles are bowed
- Wall fixing with 4 stainless steel shelves brackets, in gray varnished, gathered by pair, back-to-back to ensure a better side stability.
- Floor fixing with adjustable feet in nylon equipped by fiberglass
- Urinal partition fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angles bracket
- Stainless steel fastening with fingerprint (anti-theft)
- Superior and inferior angles are bowed.
- Height 610 mm
- Width: 750 mm

**In general:**

Colors in function of the Architect choice, following Suffixe grade laminate color chart (20 choice of color)